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Since 2001, the biennial Xposition ‘O’ Contemporary Dance Fiesta (XPO) has placed strong emphasis on professional dancemaking and its impact on the local and regional dance scenes. With strong international presence, the public continues to see
lots of synergy, participation, cultural exchanges and dance appreciation for the local and international contemporary dance in
this iconic event in Asia and Europe.
With 8 editions spanning sixteen years, the festival has expanded its reach by presenting more than 30 international dance
companies and 500 artists. The acclaimed works were presented at various diverse venues, from Black Box to major proscenium
stages like the University Cultural Centre Hall, and large scale outdoor events were made accessible to all. The broad range of
global dances has helped to realign the understanding of Contemporary Dance in Singapore and Asia.
During the last 3 editions (2011, 2013 & 2015), XPO has gained new heights with ‘Global Dance in Unison’ series being introduced.
It has presented Singapore’s very first Dance Festival on tour to Germany, Italy, South Korea, Taiwan and Thailand. Partnering with
numerous government agencies and eminent dance and arts institutions, such as the Singapore Embassy in Seoul, the Republic
of Korea Embassy in Singapore, the National Arts Council, the Korea Arts Council, the Singapore International Foundation, the
Dance Association of Korea, and many others, XPO’s new festival direction has provided creative impetus for concise platforms
to present Singaporean and international works to wider global audiences, which has led to enhanced deeper international
collaboration, promoting sustainable and more cohesive cultural exchanges between artistes and people of different countries.
In this 9th edition, XPO continues to evolve with streamlined programmes to further heighten its cultural diplomacy with the
international dance community. In January and June this year, Odyssey Dance Theatre (ODT) has toured six cities in Italy,
partnering with 10 of their prestigious dance companies. In September, ODT collaborated with Cie Nuna and premiered in
Lausanne, Switzerland, and extended its cultural exchanges with eight of their dance companies.
Between 1 - 11 November 2017, in preparation for its celebration of the 10th edition in 2019, XPO will be delivered in an entirely
new format with two major tracks - Performance and Education. The Performance track embodies Global Dance Series, Global
Dance Links Series and Global Collaboration Series which aims to extend the audience’s mindset in appreciating profound
works by established choreographers and companies reflecting the current waves in contemporary dance presentations around
the world. The Education track shares in-depth knowledge in contemporary dance approaches through Global Arts Seminar
Series, Global Masterclass and Global Choreographic workshops. The festival’s openness in its inclusive programming has
attracted 50 global artistes and 9 companies from 20 different countries.

MANAGED BY ODT INTERNATIONAL
ODT International aspires to lead in arts management, providing high standards to our associates and clients. ODT International
has presented some of the region’s emerging and most prolific companies, choreographers and artistes. ODT international
delivers an array of capabilities including the management & touring of artistes, dance companies; development and operation of
dance festivals; consulting, advisory and event management work for artistes, arts institutions and corporations, and production
of dance & arts projects.

FOREWORD
Welcome to our latest artistic
development: The 9th Xposition
‘O’ Contemporary Dance Fiesta
(XPO), which is one of the most
established dance festivals in
Asia, since its establishment in
2001.
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8TH XPOSITION ‘O’ CONTEMPORARY DANCE FIESTA (2015)

”I am glad that ODT has been building our nation’s rapport
with many countries and artists around the world through
Xposition ‘O’.”
Professor Chan Heng Chee
Ambassador-at-Large, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Chairman, National Arts Council

XPO has consistently defined its
role and mission over the last
18 years, staying relevant in the
contemporary dance world, continuing to excite global
artists and companies in presenting myriad cultural
offerings for a widely-diversified audience base.
This year, the festival has its bold moves built upon its
exceptional works over the last 18 years in cultural
diplomacy. With XPO’s overhaul in programming, we are
committed to developing a more in-depth engagement
with our Singaporean audience. We hope to embrace new
opportunities for meaningful and strong initiatives that
would last in the long run. We are now already preparing
for the celebration of XPO’s 10th edition, in conjunction
with Odyssey Dance Theatre’s 20th Anniversary in 2019.
In the 9th XPO, six major platforms under two major
tracks will clearly define the programming direction
in Performance and Education. With the Global Dance
Series, the Global Dance Links Series and the Global
Collaboration Series under the Performance Track, one
will be enticed by the extraordinary and profound works
by established companies, to the refreshing works by
independent artistes and new companies to share the
new dimension of contemporary dance expression in the
east and west. The Education Track, with the Global Arts
Seminar Series, the Global Master Class Series and the
Global Choreographic Workshop Series, shall engage
the audience and dance enthusiasts with intellectual
discourse, articulating practical lessons through mindengaging insights.
Finally, please join our 50 international artistes from 20
countries for the celebration of friendship through arts
and culture.
DANNY TAN (DR)
FESTIVAL DIRECTOR,
9TH XPOSITION ‘O’ CONTEMPORARY DANCE FIESTA
(2017)
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
(SINGAPORE)

TRACK

PLATFORM

GLOBAL DANCE
SERIES

DATE

DETAIL

1 Nov 2017, 8pm

“Are We?”, Opening Gala
Odyssey Dance Theatre

2 Nov 2017, 3 & 8pm
2 Nov 2017, 2.30pm

GLOBAL DANCE
LINK
SERIES

3 - 4 Nov 2017, 8pm

PERFORMANCE

GLOBAL
COLLABORATION
SERIES

(Singapore)

VENUE

Victoria Theatre

“Solo Andata”
MOTUS (Italy)
“Global Dance Link Series”

(Finland, Italy, Hong Kong, South Korea,
Spain)

9 Nov 2017, 8pm

“DOKKAEBI”
Global Collaboration Series I

10 Nov 2107, 8pm

“Double-Bill”
Global Collaboration Series II

Aliwal Arts Centre

(Switzerland)

(Mexico & South Korea)

11 Nov 2017, 5pm

“Celebration Of The Senses”
Global Collaboration Series III
Closing Event

GLOBAL ARTS
SEMINAR
SERIES

4 Nov 2017, 2pm

Panelists:
Goh Ching Lee, Colin Goh, Vincenzo
Losito (Italy) & Andy Lo (Hong Kong)

GLOBAL DANCE
MASTERCLASS
SERIES

3 Nov 2017, 10am

Trainer: Simona Cieri (Italy)

Kampong Glam
Precinct

Aliwal Arts Centre
Trainer: Kim Won (South Korea)
Participants from Brazil, Indonesia,

EDUCATION
GLOBAL DANCE
CHOREOGRAPHIC
6 - 11 Nov 2017, 10am
WORKSHOP
SERIES

Japan, Malaysia, Netherlands, Poland,
Singapore, United Kingdom, USA &
Vietnam

Trainer: Francisco Cordova (Mexico)
Participants from Brazil, Japan,
Malaysia, Netherlands, Poland,
Singapore, United Kingdom, USA

1ST XPOSITION ‘O’ CONTEMPORARY DANCE FIESTA (2001)
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“Their (Expression Dance Company) participation highlights both the growing appetite for contemporary dance in Singapore and the strong
cultural ties that underpin the warm and substantial bilateral relations between Australia and Singapore.”
Mr Gary Quinlan, High Commissioner (2001 - 2005), Australian High Commission in Singapore

CONGRATULATORY MESSAGES
I am deeply impressed by
Danny’s latest artistic direction
with the overhaul of Xposition ‘O’
Contemporary Dance Fiesta. This
has been a notable dance festival
with a rich tradition and which
has emphasized inclusive arts
for all since 2001.
With the festival programme
building in breadth and depth, the line up comprising
of numerous artists and companies from 20 countries
is certainly not a small feat. I applaud Danny and his
festival team for having strongly imbued its belief in
engaging Singaporeans from all demographics, as well
as extending to global audiences through its cultural
diplomacy ties.
In 2017, Odyssey Dance Theatre Ltd (ODT) has proudly
presented and toured its Singaporean works to 6 Italian
cities, in partnership with 10 companies there. ODT
had also recently extended its cultural diplomacy to
Switzerland and presented its collaborative work in
Theatre L’Octogone (Lausanne), as well as developed
artistic ties with more than 10 Swiss companies. I
applaud ODT’s continued effort and commitment to
sharing the beauty of dance through cultural diplomacy,
which inspires lives, enriches lives and creates positive
lives.

Congratulations
to
Odyssey
Dance Theatre Ltd (ODT Ltd)
for hosting the successful
the 9th biennial Xposition ‘O’
Contemporary Dance Fiesta
(XPO) this November, continuing
its cultural diplomacy with
the world since 2001. It is
heartening to see ODT Ltd, a
pioneer in contemporary dance
development in Singapore has gained ground firmly with
a sizeable audience in Singapore and this region for the
last 18 years.
This year, Finland is widely telling its story, thanks to
the opportunity given by the 100 years of independence
celebration. Finland has been more in the spotlight in
Singapore during this Anniversary year, and thanks to
the collaboration between Suomi Finland 100 Singapore
association, Finnish Business Council and Embassy of
Finland, we have been able to build new and stronger
bridges between our two small countries. We are
showing how this Nordic country built itself to be among
the best in the world measured in different comparative
studies, often being cited alongside with Singapore.

On behalf of ODT, I would like to thank all government
agencies, embassies, sponsors, supporters and
community partners for supporting Xposition ‘O’
Contemporary Dance Fiesta, nurturing it and developing
it to what it is today.

I am happy to see contemporary dance in the arts
also join in the celebration of Finland’s Centennial
celebration. XPO welcomed our Finnish modern dance
group Älyton in 2005 and this year, I am glad that ODT
Ltd has reconnected with our Finland dance community.
It is an honour and privilege for Finland and the Finnish
contemporary dance to be present at this Fiesta. I wish
more artistic collaboration between Singapore and
Finland will flourish further.

I would also like to congratulate all dance companies
and artists who have contributed to the success of this
festival and I look forward to more artistic collaborations
in the years to come.

Finally, my best wishes to Dr Danny and his dance
company – Odyssey Dance Theatre, for the world
premiere of “Are We?” as the opening of 9th Xposition
‘O’ Contemporary Dance Fiesta.

KOH SAUK KEOW
CHAIRMAN,
ODYSSEY DANCE THEATRE LTD

PAULA PARVIAINEN
AMBASSADOR,
EMBASSY OF FINLAND IN SINGAPORE
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CONGRATULATORY MESSAGES
I would like to extend my
heartfelt congratulations to
the Odyssey Dance Theatre
Ltd (ODT) for the successful
presentation of its 9th Xposition
‘O’ Contemporary DanceFiesta
(XPO) that started since 2001.
I am deeply impressed by the
ODT’s long term and continuous
efforts in promoting cultural diplomacy through dance
between Korea and Singapore. It has orchestrated
numerous high-key projects in both countries and I am
pleased that several Korean artists are invited to join
the XPO this year as well.
In addition, I would like to congratulate Dr Danny Tan
for receiving the 2017 K-Fellowship in Korea from the
Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism. I believe the
K-Fellowship is a great platform for foreign cultural
leaders to expand their networks in the international
cultural society and to enhance their knowledge in
Korean culture.
I wish the 9th XPO a great success and hope that
continuous exchanges in art and dance as such will
provide us with more opportunities to deepen cultural
ties between our two countries. Thank you.
LEE SANGDEOK
AMBASSADOR,
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA IN SINGAPORE

The Embassy of Mexico is
pleased that, for the first time,
Mexico will be participating in
Singapore’s Biennial Xposition
‘O’ Contemporary Dance Fiesta
(XPO) this November. Now in its
9th edition, the event will feature
the works of Mexican artist and
choreographer Mr Francisco
Cordova.
Mexico and Singapore enjoy more than 40 years of
cordial friendship in the areas of politics, economic
advancement and cultural exchange. The Biennial XPO,
organised by the Odyssey Dance Theatre Ltd, adds a
new chapter to the cultural diplomacy between our two
countries by using contemporary dance as a platform to
foster closer relations between us.
A further example of the flourishing of Mexico and
Singapore’s cultural diplomacy is Biennial XPO’s
Director, Dr Danny Tan’s trip to Mexico in December
2016, where he was invited by Mexico’s National Fund
for Culture and the Arts (FONCA, Fondo Nacional para
la Cultura y las Artes) to participate in the Meeting
of the Performing Arts (ENARTES, Encuentro de las
Artes Escénicas). I am happy to know that Dr Tan has
been invited to participate in the event once again this
December.
In this regard, I am confident that this two-way artistic
exchange will cultivate stronger ties between the arts
communities in Mexico and Singapore and that more
Mexican dance companies and artists will be introduced
in Asia via Singapore. The Embassy looks forward to
more exciting collaborations in the near future.
My best wishes to the success of 9th Xposition ‘O’
Contemporary Dance Fiesta!
NATHAN WOLF
AMBASSADOR,
EMBASSY OF MEXICO IN SINGAPORE

2ND XPOSITION ‘O’ CONTEMPORARY DANCE FIESTA (2003)
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“The Odyssey Dance Theatre is young, but its accomplishments are far from modest. With 6 professional dancers in its main company and 15 in
its young company, it has been very prolific since its inception four years ago, staging to date 15 mainhouse seasons. ODT strives to create new
expressions and retain local elements in its offerings.”
Mr Lee Suan Hiang Chief Executive Officer (2003 - 2009), National Arts Council (Singapore)

CONGRATULATORY MESSAGES
My congratulations to Odyssey
Dance Theatre Ltd (ODT Ltd)
for presenting its renowned
dance festival – 9th Xposition
‘O’ Contemporary Dance Fiesta
(XPO), which has its long tradition
in cultural diplomacy since 2001.
The Italian Embassy and the
Italian Cultural Institute in
Singapore are proud to be part of ODT Ltd’s enriching
and sustainable journey, witnessing the strong bond
and commitment of ODT Ltd in partnering with our
Italian Dance Companies and artists since 2006.
I am very pleased that Odyssey Dance Theatre (ODT)’s
work “Wow! Merlion!” was very well received in Italy
during January and June 2017, when it had partnered
with 10 Italian dance companies. With in-depth
exchanges and performance opportunities being held
across 6 Italian cities, ODT had deepened its cultural
diplomacy through the arts, continuing its long-term
partnership with numerous groups such as MOTUS with
a new addition from Bari - Equilibrio Dinamico. With the
ten years of friendship between Odyssey Dance Theatre
(ODT) and MOTUS, I applaud Italian Choreographer
Simona and Director Rosanna Cieri and well-celebrated
Artistic Director Dr. Danny Tan, for sustaining this
wonderful testimony of artistic collaboration and
international relations. For this year’s XPO, ODT Ltd
continues to organize brilliant programmes that bridge
Asia and Europe much closer.
Lastly, my heartfelt congratulations to Dr Danny Tan for
the successful premiere of his new work – “Are We?”
and the 9th Xposition ‘O’ Contemporary Dance Fiesta,
and also to all artists and companies as the cultural
force in engaging audiences of all nationalities and
backgrounds!

My
sincere
congratulations
to Odyssey Dance Theatre
Ltd (ODT Ltd) for hosting
the 9th biennial Xposition ‘O’
Contemporary Dance Fiesta
(XPO) this November, which
has a long tradition in cultural
diplomacy with the international
dance companies since 2001. It
is great to see that ODT Ltd has
initiated such an interesting cultural exchange with Cie
Nuna (Switzerland), presenting a collaborative work
- “DOKKAEBI” to be performed in Switzerland and
Singapore for the first time.
The Embassy of Switzerland is pleased to support such
new collaborative effort between dance companies in
both countries in the area of culture. This is a wonderful
way to continue the cultural diplomacy between the two
countries through contemporary dance expression,
especially in 2017 which marks Switzerland’s 50 years
of diplomatic relations with the Republic of Singapore.
“DOKKAEBI” was well received and presented in L’
Octogon Theatre De Pully in Lausanne last month, and
is now having its Asian Premiere as part of Singapore’s
Xposition ‘O’ Contemporary Dance Fiesta.
I look forward to more collaboration between Singapore
and Switzerland’s artists and companies and my very
best wishes to both dance companies - Odyssey Dance
Theatre and Cie Nuna, for the successful premiere of
“DOKKAEBI”.
THOMAS KUPFER
AMBASSADOR,
EMBASSY OF SWITZERLAND IN SINGAPORE

Have a great time at the 9th Xposition ‘O’ Contemporary
Dance Fiesta!
RAFFAELE LANGELLA
AMBASSADOR,
EMBASSY OF ITALY IN SINGAPORE
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GLOBAL
DANCE
SERIES
01- 02 NOVEMBER 2017

A distinguished platform to profile
the stylistic works of internationallyrenowned dance companies with proven
track records in the global dance
landscape
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ARE WE?
WORLD PREMIERE

ODYSSEY DANCE THEATRE

DATE & TIME
01 NOV 2017, 8PM
02 NOV 2017, 3PM

02 NOV 2017, 8PM

GUEST-OF-HONOUR
H.E. Paula Parviainen
Ambassador, Embassy of Finland

Mr Sim Gim Guan
CEO, National Council of Social Service

H.E. Raffaele Langella
Ambassador, Embassy of the Republic of Italy

S y n o p s i s
Choreographer
Danny Tan
Music Score
Metamorphosis by Philip Glass

VICTORIA THEATRE
“Are We?” draws inspiration from “Game of Life” - a game simulating the holistic journey of one’s life. “Are We?” is refreshing,
bold and futuristic at times.
Be enthralled by the live multi-disciplinary performance with award-winning team led by Dr Danny Tan (Choreographer);
piano accompaniment by Matthew Mak, vocal by Cheong Sze Chen and Gabriel Cheow with a choir and dance performance by
homegrown Odyssey Dance Theatre!

Production Credits
ODT Main Dance Company

ODT Music Ensemble

ODT Production & Creatives

Lo Pui Sze
Linnea Ong
Calvin Goh
Kim Pyoung Su (S.Korea)
Lee Sun Sea (S.Korea)
Tonia Laterza (Italy)
Serena Angelini (Italy)
Beatrice Netti (Italy)

Matthew Mak (Piano)
Cheong Sze Chen (Vocal / Choir Mistress)
Gabriel Cheow (Vocal)
Mayflower Secondary School Choir

Brennan Ashley Kay
Daniel S/O John Selvaraj
Ibnor Rezza Ibrahim
Nur Haryati Hamir
Mohamed Shafiq Jalaludeen
Syaizah Selamat

GLOBAL DANCE SERIES
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PROFILES
DR DANNY TAN (ARTISTIC DIRECTOR / CHOREOGRAPHER)
A prominent and celebrated Singaporean dance ambassador, Danny Tan has forged strong alliances with many international
organizations and artistes over the years, positioning unique Singaporean identity on the world dance map. As an educator,
consultant, producer and choreographer, Danny has received accolades for his sustainable dance education programmes and
initiatives since 1994. A well-known dance practitioner and producer with remarkable milestones in dance making and production,
he is highly commended by international press and media, government officials and dignitaries. Danny’s commissioned works
by corporate organizations, statutory and educational institutions have graced theatres and festivals across Asia, Australia and
Europe. He has directed and produced more than 100 mainhouse seasons and 20 editions of Singapore’s notable biennial dance
festivals, with more than 60 involving international exchanges and collaborations.
Danny’s choreography included 20 full-length works and more than 100 short works. Highly commended by international press
and media, he has been praised as one of the “Movers & Shakers in Singapore Arts” by The Asian Wall Street Journal. Danny
performs internationally and extensively, flying Singapore’s flag with pride. He continues to inspire audiences with his passion
for dance, charting new frontiers and setting new possibilities for Singapore dance to grow and prosper. Danny has also been
profiled as a key speaker at conferences and seminars. He had also presented his papers at symposiums and conferences.
In 2010, he authored and published his first book – ‘Dance Odyssey – A Decade of Brilliance’, tracing the development of ODT
across ten years.
This ‘state of the art’ publication documents his artistic journey and ascertains his new voice through text and images. In 2010,
Dr Danny received his Doctor in Creative Industries from the Queensland University of Technology, Australia.

ODYSSEY DANCE THEATRE

ODT MUSIC ENSEMBLE

ODT Main Company has regular seasons yearly. Acclaimed
works have been presented at different venues in Singapore,
from Black Box to major proscenium stages like Singapore
Indoor Stadium and University Cultural Centre Hall, and large
scale outdoor events which are accessible to all.

ODT Music Ensemble is a collective with passionate musicians
who dare to break the boundaries of music, collaborating
across various art forms to deliver cutting edge professional
performances in Singapore and abroad. Since 2014, ODT
Music Ensemble has been involved in more than 10 major
projects such as “Seasons” at University Cultural Centre
Theatre and “Moments” at the University Cultural Centre
Hall for Dr Danny Tan’s full-length choreography. Since
then, ODT Music Ensemble was showcased on distinctive
platforms such as the 4th Summer DanceFit Festival 2015
and 8th Biennial Xposition ‘O’ Contemporary Dance Fiesta.

Since inception, ODT main dancers have collaborated with
various local and international artistes to produce several
major works such as “Fervour”, “The Story Continues”, “Silent
Connexion”, “Garden in my Heart” and “Synesthesia”, some of
which have co-produced and toured internationally. To date, it
has collaborated with more than 300 international artistes and
20 international dance companies.
ODT Main Company regularly receives commissions from
ministries, festivals, and corporates, whilst serving as
Singaporean cultural ambassadors on various established
international platforms in various international festivals. In
the last 18 years, ODT Main Company has made more than
40 international tours to 30 cities in 20 countries, across Asia
Pacific, Europe and USA.

MAYFLOWER SECONDAY SCHOOL CHOIR
Awarded distinction in the SYF Arts Presentation (2017, 2015)
and the ABRSM Choral Singing examination (2017, 2015), the
MFSS Choir premiered “You Choose To Climb”, a commissioned
work by Professor Bernard Tan at its debut at the Esplanade
Concert Hall under the Limelight series in November 2016 and
presented a musical tribute at the Lying in State for Mr Lee Kuan
Yew in 2015. The Choir has been conducted by Cheong Sze Chen
since 2014.
3RD XPOSITION ‘O’ CONTEMPORARY DANCE FIESTA (2005)
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“The excellent artistic performances are able to overcome the language barrier and directly appeal to the hearts and minds of people. I
sincerely hope that Xposition ‘O’ Contemporary Dance Fiesta 2005 will be such a wonderful occasion and strengthen the friendship between
Japan and Singapore.”
Mr Takaaki Kojima, Ambassador (2004 - 2007), Embassy of Japan in Singapore

CHOREOGRAPHER’S
NOTE

For “Are We?”, I entered a journey of ‘artistic turbulence’ to research
on the “Game of Life”, which took me three years to reaffirm my
artistic intention. My initial thoughts on the topic had changed,
from a purely narrative structure depicting an artist's desperation
to escape the harsh reality of life, into a multi-disciplinary rendition
of the potential power of philosophical thoughts and the resulting
therapeutic effects that one could receive from dance.
“Are We?” has been developed into an emotional ensemble that
exposes the frailty of human weaknesses, accepting the life choices
that would reveal the dark and altruistic emotions of mankind,
and the coping of the loss of loved ones. “Are We?” examines the
complexity of life choices one makes in life and afterlife. It seems
to be my never-ending search for the truth in life, following my past
researches for Hi Heaven! (2012), Flash (2016) and Heaven (2016).
In “Are We?”, dance artists are people who exercise their choices
to express their feelings according to their own experiences. They
may choose to conceal their selves or re-compose themselves, but
in most instances, their fragile selves cannot escape the brutality
of life when being confronted with death.
“Are We?” has taken shape based on the Kubler–Ross Model's five
stages of grief when one is confronted with the heart-wrenching loss
of loved ones. The five stages of grief - Denial, Anger, Bargaining,
Depression and Acceptance, align well with my five intended dance
scenes. The five scenes depict “Stride”, “Reflection”, “Rage”,
“Choice” and “Anew” which provide an overtone to my work,
and serves to take the audience on an emotional roller coaster
experience. I have also chosen “Metamorphosis” – a complex
musical score by Philip Glass - to drive the artists' rendition with
repeated, but at times monotonous patterns that allow for great
interplay of human emotions to surface time and time again. It
aims to portray our relentless motions in life, being driven and
being kept running, seemingly with and without purpose.
The state of mind for this piece is an intensely personal, yet
therapeutic journey for me. I hope this piece of work would be able
to connect with you, and engender us to question our values in life
and weigh its meaning above everything else. I deeply thank all my
wonderful artists and collaborators for assisting me to complete
this work, and for enabling me to share my life story through dance.
In memory of my brother who passed away on 13 September 2017.
DANNY TAN

GLOBAL DANCE SERIES
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ARTISTES PROFILE
CALVIN GOH (DANCER)
A Dance Artist with ODT Main Company, Calvin Goh has
been under the tutelage of Dr Danny Tan since 2005. He
was promoted from ODT young company and underwent
a 3-year apprenticeship at Main Company between 2011 to 2013.
Calvin has been travelling extensively as ODT Dance Ambassador
for numerous performances in Asia and Europe. A talented dancer,
Calvin has performed in lead roles at notable ODT performances
since 2011. Calvin started his choreographic adventures since 2014
with his works “Neutrality” & “Men in Action” been presented in
international festivals such as Move Off Festival (Italy), International
Dance Festival (Thailand), Cross Borer (Taipei). He has recently
presented his well-received solo creation ‘My Figure’ at the Europe
Asia Project 2017 at Rozzi Theatre (Siena, Italy).
LO PUI SZE (DANCER)
A

A mother of two toddlers, Lo Pui Sze has accumulated
her wealth of dance experiences with leading roles in
more than 25 repertoires by Dr Danny Tan since 2001.
As a choreographer, Pui Sze has created works that have been
performed in both local and international festivals. She has recently
completed her 3 major choreographies under Forte In Resonance
Series, which had resounding success in DanzInc-International
Dancers and Choreographers Residency Festival (2012, 2014 &
2016).
LINNEA ONG (DANCER)
As one of ODT’s choreographers & Dance Artist in ODT
Main Company, Linnea Ong has been performing in ODT’s
major mainhouse seasons & festivals since 2007. Linnea
has collaborated with esteemed artists & choreographers such as
Wu Chun Hsien (Taiwan/Germany), Brian Lucas (Australia), On and
Off Dance Company (South Korea) and MOTUS (Italy). She has been
one of the key Singaporean Dance Ambassadors at ODT since 2008.
KIM PYOUNG SU (DANCER)
As ODT Dance Artist, Kim Pyoung-su had graduated
from the Busan National University of Education and
performed with Lee Tae Sang Dance Project, Hayarobi
Dance Company and the Korean Culture and Arts Foundation.
He had choreographed many works in Korea & USA. In 2016,
he had performed in Danny Tan’s “Wow! Merlion” at the Busan
International Dance Festival and “I Am Sorry!” at the finale of 7th
DanzInc Festival. He recently performed in “THREE” in June 2017
and “Are We?” is Pyoung Su’s fourth feature with ODT.

MATTHEW MAK (PIANIST)
Matthew Mak is a Yong Siew Toh Scholar who has
completed his Bachelor and Masters at the Yong Siew Toh
Conservatory of Music, National University of Singapore.
At the conservatory, Matthew was under the tutelage of Professor
Dr Thomas Hecht, Steinway Artist and Head of Keyboard Studies at
the conservatory. Matthew principal teachers include Dr Thomas
Hecht, Melvyn Tan, Benjamin Loh and Lori Kaufman. Mathew
has performed in numerous festivals in the world such as the
Holland Music Sessions, Kirishima Music Festival and the Adam
Gyorgy Castle Academy in Hungary. Matthew is also concurrently
an Artist Associate with the Odyssey Dance Theatre and is on
the accompaniment faculty at the Yong Siew Toh Conservatory of
Music.
CHEONG SZE CHEN (VOCAL / CHOIR MISTRESS)
Cheong Sze Chen is a member of the America’s National
Association of Teachers of Singing. She studied her
masters in Voice Pedagogy in Westminster Choir College
and Advanced Choral Conducting in Eastman School of Music. With
her unique training, Sze Chen is often engaged as a voice instructor,
choral clinician and expert specialist in vocal methodology training
for music teachers training. A passionate educator, conductor and
singer, Sze Chen hopes to make a difference to others through
music.
GABRIEL CHEOW (VOCAL)
Starting out in the choral scene at the tender age of 12,
Gabriel Cheow embarked on his musical training by
joining the Catholic High School Choir. He soon followed
up on this by being part of Victoria Junior College Choir and the
NUS Choir, where he honed his choral and rehearsal techniques
not just as a baritone but also as a student conductor under the
conductorship of Mr. Nelson Kwei. Throughout his choral journey,
Gabriel has conducted numerous choirs, arranged choral music,
and taken part in overseas competitions, notably the Choir
Olympics 2004 in Bremen and Llangollen International Musical
Eisteddfod 2012 in Wales, to name a few. As a soloist, Gabriel was
under the tutelage of Mr. Thomas Kuek in 2009, where he attained
a distinction for his ATCL Recital.
LEE SUN SEA (DANCER)
An award-winning artist, Lee Sun Sea received 1st Prize
at Korean Dance Competition (2012), Hellas International
Dance Competition (2014), and the Hanyang University
President Achievement Award (2013). He was featured in 2015
Xposition Contemporary Dance Fiesta ‘O’, since then he has been
ODT Dance Artist, performing in ODT’s major productions such as “I
Am Sorry!” (2016) & “THREE” (2017). “Are We?” is Sun Sea’s fourth
feature with ODT.

4TH XPOSITION ‘O’ CONTEMPORARY DANCE FIESTA (2007)
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“I am delighted to send good wishes to the Xposition ‘O’ Contemporary Dance Fiesta 2007. The Singaporean Arts scene is increasingly
vibrant. And it is good to see that Dance is an important part of that development. More and more international companies are visiting,
leading to some excellent collaborations with Singaporean and regional performers.”
Mr Paul Madden, High Commissioner (2000 - 2003), British High Commission in Singapore

SOLO ANDATA
(ONE WAY)

ANDATA (ONE WAY)

MOTUS

“The sovereignty in these places is equivalent to the ability to define who counts and who does not count, who can be eliminated
and who cannot.”
Achille Mbembe
Chreography:
Music:
Directed by:

Simona Cieri
Andrea Rellini
Rosanna and Simona Cieri

Concept:

Rosanna Cieri

Dancers:

Martina Agricoli, Simona Gori & Mattia Solano

P r o f i l e s
MOTUS (ITALY)
MOTUS was founded by Simona Cieri, choreographer and dancer
with a strong classical background, who subsequently studied
in depth modern, jazz and contemporary dance. The Company,
firstly named Duncaniando, begun the artistic activity in 1991 but
in 1994, as the company quickly grew to be recognised as one of
the most interesting young dance companies in Italy (confirmed
by National Awards such as the Prize for Choreography 1994, in
Spello) the Company was given the new name of MOTUS. Under
this name, MOTUS has toured extensively to all major theatres in
Italy and abroad and by invitation to international festivals. From
2009 the MOTUS Company directs and organizes the Move Off
International Festival.

SIMONA CIERI (ITALY)
Simona Cieri started her artistic career in
1984 and has been awarded many prestigious
commendations including the 1994 National
Choreographic Prize (Spello, Italy), 2006 Prize
Teatarfest (Sarajevo, BiH), and Official Praises of the President
of the Italian Republic in 2009 and 2010. Since 1994, Simona
is the director, choreographer & dancer at MOTUS. She has
created a wide repertory of about 70 different works and her
choreography is presented in main theatres and festivals, in Italy
and abroad (USA, Singapore, Spain, The Netherlands, United
Kingdom, Portugal, Greece, Romania, Bosnia Herzegovina). As
choreographer & dancer, she has contributed to the works at
other companies and artistes including Al Yamanouchi, Gianni
Miglietta, Sabrina Cesaroni, Margherita Sergardi, Claudio Ascoli
& Sissi Abbondanza.

GLOBAL DANCE SERIES
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GLOBAL
DANCE
LINK
SERIES
03- 04 NOVEMBER 2017

A new platform to present the diversified
and distinctive works that delve into the
energetic pulsing moves to moments
of innate & reflective thoughts by newwave choreographers

12

“SIMPLE LOVE”

“SIMPLE LOVE” is a simple story where superstructures, verbal
and non-verbal do not serve. Gestaltness, used sacredly and
translated as a rite to tell through bodies that articulate the
theme of Love and Art to be fragile. Honesty is the background
of the work that triggers moments of silence and memories to
give simple love the sound of silence.
Choreography:
Roberta Ferrara
Performance:
Gianfranco Felice Scisci
Tonia Laterza
Music:
The Room 29 by Jarvis Cocker & Chilly
Gonzales

P ro f i le s

“BETWEEN”

“BETWEEN”, choreographed by Kyum Ahn & Gayoung Lee from
Momeuro Movement Lab depicts worn and old distance between
2 persons who do not recognize each other, even though we are
closest person to one other.
Choreography
& Performance:
Music:

Kyum Ahn, Gayoung Lee
Goodbye - Johny Ripper
My Funny Valentine - Richard Rodgers
Something - Johny Ripper

P ro f i le s

EQUILIBRIO DINAMICO COMPANY (ITALY)

MOMEURO MOVEMENT LAB (SOUTH KOREA)

Roberta Ferrara is director and choreographer of Equilibrio
Dinamico Company (EDC) and of the Ed Ensemble formative
program, as well as the artistic director of the international
contemporary project Experimental#FOCUS danza, supported
in 2015 by the Teatro Pubblico Pugliese/TPP. As a dance
teacher and freelance choreographer she has been invited
to workshops and choreographic laboratories throughout
Italy. In 2011 she founded the EDC Company in Apulia driven
by the desire to lead an active company with a contemporary
repertoire of exclusive choreographies. Equilibrio Dinamico was
the first Italian company to perform works created exclusively
for it by international choreographers such as B.Uyttenhove,
J.Pokorny, M.Kass, C.Bugnon, I.Kirov, and M.Blazquez. During
the 2016/2017 season Roberta Ferrara will be Professor at the
Contemporary Dance Department of the Ateneo della Danza –
Dance University in Siena, led by artistic director Marco Batti.

Momeuro Movement Lab is the creative group that initiated the
activities under the slogan of heading to people. It aims to be a
productive artistic activity that many people of contemporary life
can appreciate and think about and is working as a collaborative
method of sharing the ideas with various artists and presenting
integrated results by escaping the existing work form filled with
individual competence.

ROBERTA FERARRA (ITALY)
The company Equilibrio Dinamico was born
in 2011 under the artistic direction of Roberta
Ferrara and was created with the purpose of
work and experimental research within the
field of contemporary dance. Imposed shortly
after upon the Italian stages it became guest to programs
and festivals nationally and internationally (in particular
the international festival Interdans -BE-) EDC, alongside
the resident experimental project has hosted international
choreographers such as; I.Perez, I.Ansa, M.Morau, A.Tudisco,
Laccio, E. Schiavulli, A. Disanto, G.Montecasino.

KYUM AHN (SOUTH KOREA)
Kyum Ahn graduated from Hanyang University
and had co-founded Momeuro Movement
Lab. He has performed extensively and had
participated in numerous competition in China
& Korea. “Between” was recently invited to perform in 2017
ODORU AKITA (Japan).
GAYOUNG LEE (SOUTH KOREA)
Gayoung Lee graduated from Kook Min
University and had co-founded Momeuro
Movement Lab. She
has performed
extensively and participated in numerous
competitions in China & Korea. Through competitions, she had
gained recognition and awards which saw “Between” being
invited to perform at Seoul International Choreography Festival
(2016).

GLOBAL DANCE LINK SERIES
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“ALONG”
“ALONG” - By looking into Bruce Lee’s philosophy of
martial arts, reflects Cho Tak Po Hugh’s body and what
he has been doing with his body.
Choreography &
Performance:
Cho Tak Po Hugh
Music Remix:
Cho Tak Po Hugh
“Along” was commissioned and produced by the Hong Kong Arts Festival
and was premiered at The Hong Kong Jockey Club Contemporary Dance
Series 2017.

CHO TAK PO HUGH (HONG KONG)

Cho Tak Po Hugh graduated from The Hong Kong Academy
for Performing Arts in 2009, majoring contemporary
dance. During his study, he was awarded Lady Stewart
Scholarship, Carl Wolz Scholarship and HK & Macau
Taiwanese Charity Fund Limited Scholarship. In 2006, he
received the scholarship from the HSBC to attend the 3rd
Guangdong Modern Dance Festival in Guangzhou, China.

“REMAIN INVISIBLE”
“REMAIN INVISIBLE” uses strong visual elements
to stage a performer’s authenticity, visibility and
camouflage in performances. Yau Ka Hei uses “self”
as a medium in her work as the form to explore the
inner, trying to question and expand the imagination of
audience to dance. As Hong Kong young choreographer,
she questions how “dance” as a way of arts creation to
connect the audience with the artist.
Choreography &
Performance: Yau Ka Hei
Wong Tsz Hei
Composer:
Toms by Ran Bango
Music List:

YAU KA HEI (HONG KONG)

Born in Hong Kong, Yau Ka Hei graduated from Hong
Kong Academy for Performing Arts, the program of
Bachelor of Fine Art (honours) Degree, majoring in contemporary dance. During her study, she was awarded the
Mainland Exchange scholarship from HSBC to Inner Mongolia for cultural exchange. She represented the HKAPA
to perform in Beijing normal university-International
Creative Dance Seminar and Hong Kong Dance Company
2011 Macau tour.

“Remain Invisible” was commissioned and produced by Y-Space in 2016.

“WOMAN.BODY”
In “WOMAN.BODY”, varied aspects of a woman - the
complex maze of body, emotions and desires – are
presented and transformed fluently in to dance moves
and rhythm. Probing into women’s common concerns,
Wong Pik Kei Rebecca’s choreography is a process of
self–exploration that evokes resonance among women
in modern cities.
Choreography &
Performance: Wong Pik Kei
Composers:
Ng Chor Guan & Paul Yip

WONG PIK KEI REBECCA (HONG KONG)

Rebecca Wong Pik Kei is a graduate from The Hong
Kong Academy for Performing Arts (HKAPA), majoring
in Contemporary Dance and Choreography. She is
enthusiastic about choreography and presented numerous
works during her time in HKAPA. Wong’s work develops
from her personal experiences. The expression of
emotions and behaviours differ greatly for women when
they are in a private or public setting. In her choreography,
varied aspects of a woman – the complex maze of body,
emotions and desires – are presented and transformed
fluently into dance moves and rhythm.
5TH XPOSITION ‘O’ CONTEMPORARY DANCE FIESTA (2009)
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“ODT has emerged as a source of great inspiration and excitement in the arts industry, contributing numerous works to both the local and
international scene.”
Ms Penny Low, MP for Pasir-Ris Punggol GRC (2001 - 2015), Founder & President, Social Innovation Park Ltd

“SAVED OR NOT”
“SAVED OR NOT”, co-choreographed by Lucas García & Paula
Castañón from Meraki Cía is an exploration of the duality
between the real and the fantasy, where two people find through
dance their refuge in the other. The protagonists experience a
journey through different emotions and feelings carried beyond
the limits of scenic space. The passage of time, trust and
relationship are analyzed through dance.
Choreography &
Performance:
Music:

Lucas García, Paula Castañón
Eskmo, Saltillo, Hang Massive

“URBANTURE”
“URBANTURE”, choreographed by Ilona Kenova and
performed by Marjukka Savolainen is a piece about reactions
of our surroundings; how we sense, approach and react to the
environment and people beyond us and was strongly influenced
by the large charcoal painting created by children and led by
visual artist Jenny Suhonen.
Choreography:
Performance:
Music:

Ilona Keňová
Marjukka Savolainen
Sol Rezza

P r o f i l e s
MERAKI CIA (SPAIN)
Meraki Cia is an emerging contemporary-urban dance
company, located in Asturias, Spain, formed by dancers
from different backgrounds and their aim is to find a
common language to express with. As a company, Lucas
Garcia, who came from bboying, and Paula Castañon,
who came from hip hop and contemporary dance, try
to develop and investigate the exchange between these
disciplines. Looking for the similarities, but never
forgetting their own paths, they try to create their
vocabulary.
LUCAS GARCÍA (SPAIN)
Lucas García started with bboying and studied
Contemporary Dance at Zig Zag Danza. As a
performer, he has participated in Dana Raz
Dance Projects and has taken classes in The
Place (UK), Impulstanz (AT), Dock 11 (DE), La Caldera (ES) and
Danza180(ES) with teachers such as Nicole Peisl, Frey Faust,
Andrew Harwood, Nicola Monaco, Emma Portner, Carmen
Werner, Salim Gauwloos, Yen Ching Lin and Stephen Pelton.
PAULA CASTAÑÓN (SPAIN)

Paula Castañón started with gymnastics
and hip-hop. She studied at the Professional
Conservatory of Music and Dance, in Gijón and
joined Dana Raz Dance Projects, where she
has performed ManO and Wolves.

ILONA KENOVA (CZECH REPUBLIC)

Ilona Kenova is a Czech ChoreographerPractitioner-Performer living in Helsinki,
Finland. She holds a MA degree in Dance,
and has also studied at the Music Academy of
Performing Arts in Prague. She started her career as a dancer
in Dance Theater Bralen in Bratislava, before transferring her
artistic direction into choreographing and practice. She teaches
regularly contemporary and contact improvisation in Finland
and as a requested practitioner at international dance festivals
all around the world, such in Germany, Israel, France, Russia,
Ukraine, Poland, Spain.
MARJUKKA SAVOLAINEN (FINLAND)

Marjukka Savolainen is a contemporary dancer
based in Helsinki in Finland; she holds a BA
(hons) degree in Dance at the University of
Sunderland in England, and has also studied
at The Theatre Academy of Finland. After graduation in 2013,
she has worked in various of performance projects in the
field of contemporary dance, physical theatre, community and
perfomance art. She has worked with choreographers and
companies (in Finland and Europe), including llona Kenova (CZ),
Sari Palmgren (FI), Mia Habib (NO), João Galante (RSA), Valtteri
Raekallio (FI), Dora Frankel & Fertile Ground (UK), Kasper
Ravnhoj & Mute Comp Physical Theatre to name but a few.

GLOBAL DANCE LINK SERIES
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GLOBAL
COLLABORATION
SERIES
09 - 11 NOVEMBER 2017

A platform to present the multi-faceted forms of collaborative
efforts amongst the international companies and artists from
various countries
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“DOKKAEBI”

MESSAGE

A choreographic collaboration between Calvin Goh (Singapore) & YoungSoon Cho Jaquet (Switzerland) and performed by an all male
cast from Odyssey Dance Theatre (Singapore) & Cie Nuna (Switzerland), “DOKKAEBI”, a Korean popular legend, is used as a source
of inspiration to profile the choreographic line of the show. “DOKKAEBI” had premiered in Lausanne, Switzerland in end September.
Choreography: YoungSoon Cho Jaquet (Switzerland), Calvin Goh (Singapore)
Performance: Calvin Goh, Brennan Ashley Kay, Michael Alexander Winter, Marc Emile Oosterhoff
Joana Oliveira
Lighting:
Jérémie Conne
Sound:
Jonas Marguet
Visual:
Dramaturgy: Christophe Jaquet, Moos Van Den Broek, Anne-Laure Sahy

Photography : Ilka Kramer

P r o f i l e s
CIE NUNA (SWITZERLAND)
Cie Nuna was founded in 2003 in Lausanne by Swiss-Korean
choreographer YoungSoon Cho Jaquet. Its repertoire consists of
16 choreographic pieces and performances & 2 dance pieces for
young audiences. In 2011, the company signed a 3-year support
convention with the State of Vaud. In the same year, YoungSoon
Cho Jaquet was awarded the Prix de la relève by the Fondation
vaudoise pour la culture.

YOUNGSOON CHO JAQUET (SWITZERLAND)
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR, CIE NUNA
Based in Lausanne (Switzerland), YoungSoon
Cho Jaquet was born in South Korea and studied
dance in London. In her creations, she immerses
the audience in a both uncanny and welcoming
Photo credit: Isabelle Meister
universe. She has created several choreographies
in Switzerland, the United Kingdom and South Korea. Three
elements help define her style: the involvement of the audience,
the bridge between Asian and Western art, and a focus on
memory and origins. A unique relation to material and sensations
serves as a link between these three central themes. YoungSoon
Cho Jaquet is associated artist 2008-2010 of the far° Festival des
Arts Vivants/ Nyon. She has also received the Young Talent Award
Vaudoise Foundation for Culture 2011 and Régionyon Award for
Cultural Mediation 2011.

GLOBAL COLLABORATION SERIES
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“DOUBLE - BILL”

“Double-bill” showcases 2 diverse works from Asia & North America that show sharp contrast in dance moves, culture & identity with
choreographies by Francisco Cordova (Mexico) with ODT Festival Collective (international artistes from 9 different countries) and Kim
Won & Dancer (South Korea).
“CAREFUL WHAT YOU WISH FOR”

“SHADOW”

Choreography: Francisco Cordova
Performance: Francisco Cordova &
ODT Festival Collective
Murcof (Cuerpos Celestes), Emptyset (Gate
Music:
4), Ryuichi Sakamoto, Alva noto (Trioon I),
Mark Ribot (Shsh Shsh)
Perry Blake (Black Bird)

Kim Won
Choreography:
Kim Won, Pak Junhyeong
Performance:
Composer / Sound Designer: Sang-Hwa Choi, Sang-Yoon Lee
Jeong-Yeop Shin
Image Producer:
Jae-Young Yang
Costume Designer:

P r o f i l e s
FRANCISCO CORDOVA (MEXICO)
Francisco Azuela is a Performer, Choreographer
and Pedagogue in Movement Techniques Masters
in Theater Studies and scenic direction at the
Institut del Teatre, and has a Masters in Scenic
Illuminatio in Barcelona, Spain. Francisco is
the Director of the Physical Momentum Project
Company and director of the training program Techniques of
Movement in Mexico and Barcelona. Since 2006 he has been
developing his methodological proposal Body-Action/MovementRelation, which has been taught at several workshops in
companies, festivals and artistic international centers in Europe
and Latinonamérica. Considered by the press as one of the 7 new
emerging artists and youngest talents as artistic director, he is
currently ranked as one of the most representative dancers of the
new Mexican dance. In his international career, he is considered
as one of the youngest pioneers of the new trends and breakouts
in trainings for stage performing. He has been a member of
various companies and stage projects over 13 years.

WON KIM (SOUTH KOREA)
Won Kim studied dance at Ewha Womans
University in Korea, and has been an exchange
professor at Tisch School of the Arts at New
York University (U.S.A.), the University of Paris
VIII (France), and Kinki University (Japan). She
also lectured at Dancebox (Kobe, Japan), Kyoto
Arts Center (Kyoto, Japan), Jin Xing Dance Theater (Shanghai,
China), Studio Harmonic (Paris, France) and performed at various
national and international dance festivals. Currently, she is a
Board Member of Contemporary Dance Association of Korea and
the Modern Dance Promotion of Korea.

6TH XPOSITION ‘O’ CONTEMPORARY DANCE FIESTA (2011)
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“Xposition ‘O’ has long been recognised as an excellent platform for dance talents from the Asia-Pacific region who want to present their
passion and creativity in dance.”
Mr Oh Joon, Ambassador (2010 - 2013), Embassy of the Republic of Korea in Singapore

“CELEBRATION OF THE SENSES”

“Celebration of the Senses” allows beefy burdens to be thrust away and enjoy the natural set-up. Given its
open space and tranquilized atmosphere, “Celebration of the Senses” aims to foster bonds amongst dancers,
choreographers, musicians and multi-disciplinary artistes and even passers-by. Sway with the rhythm and
through the eyes of an audience, capture breath-taking moments in an improvised state of performance.
Choreography: Kim Won
Performance: Kim Won & ODT Festival Collective

P r o f i l e
ODT FESTIVAL COLLECTIVE
Formed in 2015, ODT Festival Collective is a collective to support and promote innovative and creative projects among international artistes.
Opportunities had been set for international artistes to reside in Singapore to produce and present works under ODT’s festival platforms.

GLOBAL COLLABORATION SERIES
Photography : Ilka Kramett
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GLOBAL
ARTS SEMINAR
SERIES

THE ART OF PRODUCING & TOURING

04 NOVEMBER 2017

A knowledge-based platform that convenes distinguished and uprising personalities in the global arts and culture arena to share
their unique insights, perspectives and values on specific topics,
relating to the global arts and dance landscape

20

IN CONVERSATION WITH...
GOH CHING LEE

EXECUTIVE & ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
CULTURELINK SINGAPORE
Goh Ching Lee is recognized as
a key personality behind the arts
renaissance in Singapore. She is the
former Director of the Singapore
Arts Festival (2000-2009) and Senior
Director of Performing Arts at the National Arts Council.
She has been credited with raising the international standing
of the Singapore Arts Festival noted for its inter-cultural
and interdisciplinary interests, as well as its ambitious
commissions and co-productions. She played an instrumental
role in developing Singapore Season, a programme showcasing
Singapore’s arts overseas launched in London in 2005, China
(Beijing, Shanghai) in 2007 and Edinburgh 2009. She initiated and
co-founded the Association of Asian Performing Arts Festivals
and served as its first chairperson.
Following the critical and box-office success of her 10th edition
of the Singapore Arts Festival in 2009, Ching Lee established her
agency CultureLink to engage in creative consulting, producing,
touring and brokerage. Among its artists, clients, and partners
are Akram Khan Company, U Theatre, Melvyn Tan, Margaret
Leng Tan, OzAsia Festival, Melbourne International Jazz Festival,
Parnassus Productions, National Arts Council, National Forum
of Music, and European Festivals Association.
For her contributions in the cultural sector which included
arts policy, research, festivals and events development, and
international cultural exchange, Ching Lee received the Officier
and Chevalier de l’Orde des Arts et du Lettres awarded by the
French government and The Public Administration Medal
(Silver) from the Singapore government.
VINCENZO LOSITO (ITALY)
DIRECTOR, EQUILIBRIO DINAMICO
Vincenzo Losito worked in various theatre
companies as an actor from 2009 - 2013. In
2013, he started to produce theatre and dance
performances, and had also founded Equlibrio Dinamico Dance
Company. In 2015, he started organising international touring in
Europe, USA, Mexico & Asia.

COLIN GOH

CEO
THE RICE COMPANY LIMITED
Colin Goh is the CEO of The RICE
Company Limited, a non-profit
formed in 2014. The company
currently manages a 10,000 sq ft
arts space, The Little Arts Academy
– providing free arts training for underprivileged children. It
also raised SGD$3.5 million and converted a 15,000 sq ft car
park space into an arts and creative space for youths. The goal
ultimately being to facilitate the development of human lives,
and connecting communities both locally and globally.
Colin’s focus on social entrepreneurship previously led him to
design a financial model to conserve The Old Parliament House,
winning the 2004 “Best Conservation Award” from the Urban
Redevelopment Authority. Mr Colin Goh embarked on his journey
of promoting and raising funds for the Arts and its communities
since 1991, starting as Associate Producer of various musicals
and arts festivals in Singapore. He believes that arts must be
shared with the other communities around the world. With the
inspiring pilot of Spotlight Singapore in Hong Kong, where over
5000 artists benefited from the international exchange.
To develop the giving culture, Colin has also initiated 3 community
funds to support the endeavors of young and aspiring artists
from and into Singapore: The Business Times Budding Artists
Fund, The International Young Artists Exchange Fund and The
SING50 Fund. Colin currently serves on several arts boards and
committees as well as school advisory panels.
ANDY LO (HONG KONG)
PRODUCER, ALO PRODUCTION
An independent producer, curator & founder of
aLo producTion, Andy Lo has been working as
an art administrator / manager for 10 years. He
has worked with a few renowned artists in Hong Kong, including
Ho Ying-fung, Mui Cheuk-yin, Daniel Yeung, Tang Shu-wing
and Xing Liang. He was programme manager and company
manager of Tang Shu-wing Theatre Studio and Y-Space
accordingly. Recently, he worked with different emerging
artists to explore different possibilities, like a “Possible Path to
Isonomia” by Mayson Tong, a cross-media project focusing on
the social movement in HK by using dance, video, photography
& soundscape.

GLOBAL ARTS SEMINAR SERIES
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GLOBAL
CHOREOGRAPHIC
WORKSHOP
SERIES
06 - 11 NOVEMBER 2017

Notable choreographers are invited to share their choreographic
expertise in research methodologies, engaging the global artists
in life-long learning for continual innovation and creativity in
choreography
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CHOREOGRAPHERS
FRANCISCO CORDOVA (MEXICO)

WON KIM (SOUTH KOREA)

GLOBAL ARTISTS

Airi Suzuki
(JP)

Bianca Falco
(US)

Chew Zi Xin
(MY)

Do Thi Hai Ahn
(VN)

Calvin Goh
(SG)

Evelin Bandeira
(BR)

Heidy Dwiyanti
(ID)

Jean-Pierre
(UK)

Kinga Gintowt
(PL)

Linnea Ong
(SG)

Lo Pui Sze
(SG)

Lee Sun Sea
(SK)

Pak Junhyeong
(SK)

Robin Gee
(US)

Brennan Kay
(SG)

Margriet Nguyen Nguyen Ha Loc
(NL)
(VN)

GLOBAL CHOREOGRAPHIC WORKSHOP SERIES
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GLOBAL
MASTERCLASS
SERIES
03 NOVEMBER 2017

Established Artistic Directors who possess the wealth and knowledge
in training professional dance artists are highly recommended to
expand and deepen the participants’ artistic and technical potential

7TH XPOSITION ‘O’ CONTEMPORARY DANCE FIESTA (2013)
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“It (Xposition ‘O’) creates a new model in festival strategic alliance and has become a valuable arena for interesting developments in the world
of contemporary dance.”
Mr Paolo Crudele, Ambassador (2013 - 2017), Embassy of Italy in Singapore
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SIMONA CIERI (ITALY)

GLOBAL MASTERCLASS SERIES
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GLOBAL
DIPLO
ITALY
PLATFORM

GLOBAL
PRESENTATION

GLOBAL
MASTERCLASS &
WORKSHOP

GLOBAL SHARING &
NETWORKING

DATE

DETAIL

VENUE

CITY

5 Jan 2017

“Wow! Merlion”
Choreography: Dr Danny Tan
Performance:
ODT Main Company & ODT Music Ensemble

DAF Dance Arts Faculty

Rome

11 Jan 2017

Rinnovati Municipal Theatre
Siena

14 Jun 2017

“My Figure”
Choreography & Performance:
Mr Calvin Goh

Rozzi Theatre

7 Jan 2017

Workshop by Ms Roberta Ferrara
Artistic Director,
Equilibrio Dinamico Dance Company

Equilibrio Dinamico Dance
Company

Bari

9 Jan 2017

Workshop by Omid Ighani
Co-Artistic Director,
DaCruDanceCompany

MUST Dance Studio

Rome

10 Jan 2017

Workshop by Mr Michele Merola
Artistic Director,
MMContemporary Dance
Company

7-1O Jan 2017

Showcase by Equilibrio Dinamico Dance
Company (Various works)
&
Odyssey Dance Theatre
(“Wow! Merlion”)

9 Jan 2017

10 Jan 2017

12 Jun 2017

MMContemporary Dance Company Reggio Emilia

Equilibrio Dinamico Dance
Company

Bari

Showcase by DaCruDanceCompany
(theKITCHENtheory)
&
Odyssey Dance Theatre
(“Wow! Merlion”)

MUST Dance Studio

Bari

Showcase by MMContemporary Dance
Company
(Various works)
&
Odyssey Dance Theatre
(“Wow! Merlion”)

MMContemporary Dance
Company

Reggio Emilia

Showcase & Sharing by ArtGarage

ArtGarage

Sharing by Korper International Dance
Contemporary Arts Center

Korper - International
Dance Contemporary Arts Center

Naples

Sharing by Interno5

Interno5

13 Jun 2017

Showcase & Sharing by imPerfect Dancers
Company

imPerfect Dancers
Company

Pisa

14 Jun 2017

Showcase & Sharing by
Compagnia Atacama

Compagnia Atacama

Rome

8TH XPOSITION ‘O’ CONTEMPORARY DANCE FIESTA (2015)
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“ODT’s efforts in building long-term ties with international artistes and companies are exceptional.”
Professor Chan Heng Chee, Ambassador-at-Large, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Chairman, National Arts Council

CULTURAL
OMACY
SWITZERLAND
PLATFORM
GLOBAL
CHOREOGRAPHIC
WORKSHOP
GLOBAL
MASTERCLASS &
WORKSHOP

GLOBAL
PRESENTATION

GLOBAL
SHARING
AND
NETWORKING

DATE

DETAIL

VENUE

CITY

Jul 2017

Choreography Residency

Aliwal Arts Centre

Singapore

17 - 30
Sep 2017

Choreography Residency

L’Octogone | Théâtre de Pully

22 Sep 2017

Masterclass by Marco Cantalupo
(Co-Founder, Cie Linga)

L’Octogone | Théâtre de Pully

29 & 30
Sep 2017

“DOKKAEBI”
Choreography: YoungSoon Cho Jaquet &
Calvin Goh
Collaboration:
Odyssey Dance Theatre (Singapore)
&
Cie Nuna (Switzerland)

L’Octogone | Théâtre de Pully

21 Sep 2017

Sharing by Compagnie Fabienne Berger

Compagnie Fabienne Berger

22 Sep 2017

Sharing by Cie Linga

Cie Linga

23 Sep 2017

Sharing by Cie Nicole Seller

Cie Nicole Seiler

24 Sep 2017

Performance & Sharing by Cie Tania De
Paola

Cie Tania De Paola

25 Sep 2017

Sharing by inKorper Company

inKorper Company

28 Sep 2017

Sharing by Association of Contemporary
Dance

Theatre Arsenic

Lausanne

GLOBAL CULTURAL DIPLOMACY
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Photography by Ilka Kamer
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CEO, National Council of Social Service

Principal, Fernvale Gardens School - MINDS
Principal, Mayflower Secondary School

Executive & Artistic Director, CultureLink Singapore

Mr Colin Goh

CEO, The RICE Company Limited

Mr Desmond Tan

Regional Head - Group Lifestyle
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Ms Valeria Park
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All international & local organisations and artistes
All global performers
All sponsors, media and our supporters for making this festival a success
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Founded in 1999 by Dr Danny Tan, Odyssey Dance Theatre Ltd
(ODT), one of Asia Pacific’s foremost full-time professional
contemporary dance organizations, is a strong advocate of local
original dance works and has represented Singapore as cultural
ambassador in numerous festivals, conferences, arts markets
and cultural exchanges. Over the years, the organization extended
its cultural diplomacy with more than 40 international tours to
30 cities in 20 countries across the Asia Pacific, Europe and USA.
ODT has astounded local and international audiences on a
number of accounts while the vision and ambition of its works
exhibit utmost commitment to professionalism and innovation.
Dedicated to bringing Asia’s brightest young professional dancers to
contribute to the cultural health of Singapore, ODT has celebrated
the region’s talent without being tied to portraits of nationalism.
ODT has earned wide respect for its consistency and extensive
profile in delivering numerous impressive initiatives and productions
that have impacted many people’s lives. In addition to its pursuit of
excellence in contemporary dance, ODT’s illustrious records have
demonstrated their passion and determination in engaging global
audiences through distinctive initiatives by its 6 divisions – ODT
International, ODT Arts Education, ODT Cares, ODT Arts Hub and ODT
Gives, supported by its performing arm ODT Dance which comprises
of ODT Main and Young Companies with a team of Associate Artistes.
Odyssey Dance Theatre Ltd is a recipient of the National Arts Council’s
Major Grant for the period from 1 April 2015 to 31 March 2018.

UEN No.: 200107383N
ODT Management Office & Studio:
28 Aliwal Street, Aliwal Arts Centre, #03-08, S199918
t - (65) 6221 5516 E - odysseydancetheatreltd@gmail.com
Main - www.odsseydancetheatreltd.com
www.odtinternational.com
Festivals - www.xposition-o.com | www.danzincfestival.com
Odyssey Dance Theatre Ltd, Singapore
ODT International Sg
OdysseyDanceTheatre
odysseydancetheatresg
All information listed is correct at the time of printing and distributuion

